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Banshee™ Siren Amplifier System

The New Sound in Emergency Response

Benefits
- The only complete siren amplifier system with dual tone capability, low frequency, electronic air horn, plus additional built in specialty tones all in one box – that provides phenomenal audio impact.
- Unique tones or tone combinations – (3) low frequency tones and special tones such as Command Alert and Airhorn, can be activated while your primary siren tone is running to really grab driver’s attention.
- Works with one set of standard size speakers – no need to install special large speakers – saving you time on installation and space inside of your vehicle.

Features
- Eight Universal Dual Tones (Wail, Yelp, Hyper-Yelp 1, Hyper-Yelp 2, Hi-Lo 1, Hi-Lo 2, Hyper-Lo 1, Hyper-Lo 2).
- Three Low Frequency Tones (Synchronized 1/2 Frequency, Low Frequency Yelp and Low Frequency Wail).
- Eight Low Frequency Time Out settings (7.5, 15, 22.5, 30, 37.5, 45, 52.5 and 60 seconds).
- Operate the electronic Airhorn independently of the primary siren (by itself as an alert) or while the primary siren is in full operation.
- Unique CommandAlert and Yelp Stop tones.
- Additional tones are available when the Banshee operates with a Code 3 Z3 siren.
- Universal Dual Tone operation with most industry standard sirens.
- Eight individual tones for each of the Code 3 Z3 tone push-buttons (Wail, Yelp, Hyper-Yelp 1, Hyper-Yelp 2, Hi-Lo 1, Hi-Lo 2, Hyper-Lo 1, Hyper-Lo 2).
- All inputs can be configured for positive or negative activation.
- Comes with Banshee amplifier box, the power control harness bag, and a CAT5 cable.

Specifications
- Box dimensions: 8½” L x 2.8” H x 5.7” W
- 10-16 VDC
- 100W: 8 Amps @ 13.6V with 11-ohm load (100 Watt Speaker)
- 200W: 14 Amps @ 13.6V with 5.5-ohm load (2-100 Watt Speakers)
- Box weight: 3.2 pounds
- SAE J1849, CA Title 13 when properly configured
- 5-Year Warranty
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